iWEB – ERP

**Work Faster – Dynamic Data Views**
- Easy access to the most important data your employees need to work faster and sell more!
- On-the-Fly Configuration for each operator—Give your operators the ability to create their own task lists and give attention to the most important areas of your business!
- One touch export of these Data Views to EXCEL for further data analysis.

**Sell More & Lower Costs – Key Productivity Tools**
- **New in iWEB 2.0**
  - See a “Financial Fact Sheet” of the business metrics you need to run your business!
  - Identify top selling products and customers to increase your margin.
  - View Customer Orders below predefined margin threshold, Purchase Orders past their receipt date, Aged Analysis over 90 days and much more!
  - Schedule important reports to be e-mailed printed, faxed, or queued up to your dashboard.

**Work Faster – Accounts Payable**
- **New in iWEB 2.0**
  - Pay and Track down payments on Purchase Orders!
  - New Quick Pay options for your Invoices!

iSTORE – E-commerce

**Increase Customer Satisfaction** and **Get Paid Faster** with our iSTORE solution.
- Sell your products 24/7.
- Upsell by showcasing complimentary products.
- Accept credit cards from your online ordering solution.
- Auto e-mail Acknowledgment to communicate receipt of the order.

Dynamic View is highlighting all Customers 120 Days Past Due and Dashboard illustrates your Company’s Financial Health.

iREP – Sales Force Mobility

**Sell More and Increase productivity** for your Off-Premise SalesReps!

iREP Answers the Questions that Empower your Mobile Sales Force:
- What are my Monthly, YTD, and LYTD Sales?
- What is the value of my un-booked orders?
- What are the Financial Report Stats of this Customer?
  - Is this customer past due?
  - What is the Average Days to Pay for this customer and how are they trending?
- What customers are in my area?
- What products, specials, or closeouts should I be promoting?

**Reduce Errors and Elevate your Company Image.**
Arm your SalesReps with the right information to answer all your customer’s questions!

iREP gives your Mobile Sales Force the ability to answer these Customer Questions and More:
- Is this product available?
- What is the status of my order?
- When will my order ship?
- What is my price?
- What does the product look like?
- What are the specifications of a product?